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Getting synchronized with Timing Systems
In the next episode in our Cosylab Experts series of articles, Rok Stefanic provides us
with a broad overview of the state of the art on timing systems.

Development of the MADOCA-to-EPICS gateway
The MADOCA-to-EPICS gateway allows EPICS devices to integrate into a MADOCA
system. In this article we learn about the performance improvements and other aspects.

How-To: Writing User Documentation
Kevin forces us to look at an inconvenient truth: because developers don’t like writing
documentation, projects end up under-documented. He talks about our experience at
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Cosylab joined forces with other hi-tech companies in Slovenia to promote a fruitful cooperation with CERN, now that Slovenia has become an associate member
of the organization.
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Cosylab Experts

Getting synchronized with
Timing Systems
This issue features the next in our Cosylab Experts series of articles. We turn to project manager and lead architect Rok Štefanič for his insights on Timing Systems. He explains the role they play in accelerators, what is their
design process and what are the benefits of using timing system platforms. He concludes with future trends he
sees, in particle therapy systems and in general.
Control Sheet: Rok, thank you for taking the time to talk with us. Can you
please start by introducing yourself?

systems: What is the purpose of the
timing system (TS) in an accelerator
control system, what exact role does
it play?

Rok: I’m currently the project manager and lead architect at a large Proton
Therapy project. I’m also Medical Systems Engineer and Quality Assurance
person on the same project. I also like
to stay involved with development itself, because it keeps me in touch with
technology, AND because it’s fun .
It’s my 12th year with Cosylab now. I
started with EPICS integration work
on undulators, beam loss monitors,
etc. After that I did some work in Java,
and also became certified associated
developer for LabVIEW.
Then at some point, somewhat out of
curiosity, I moved to hardware development, first micro-controller based
development, and later to FPGAs. At
that time, my mentor Jože “Joc” Dedič
was the only one at Cosylab that knew
what FPGAs were, and together with
him, I started working on the timing
system of the SNS (Spallation Neutron
Source at Oak Ridge National Laboratory). Joc did the high level design; I
did the low level part, individual components, and coded everything up. It
was a very exciting project!
As an outcome of that project, an
FPGA “commandos” team was formed
within Cosylab, which only grew in

Rok: In short, the TS is the part that orchestrates the operation of an accelerator. It triggers actions in a specific
order to tell the system and its parts
when to:
◊
◊
◊
◊
Rok Štefanič

size since. After working in hardware
for several years, I moved to systems
engineering. I did timing systems designs, the most important one being
for MedAustron. There I also did the
Ion Source integration design.
Gradually, I took up larger managerial responsibilities, first with the European Spallation Source project, and
later with PAL XFEL and PLS-II (Pohang,
Korea). Here we did the entire control
system and the orbit correction. It entailed managing teams from 5 to 10+
people. Besides pure project management, I always stayed hands on in the
tech-world (top level architecture,
subsystem design …).
Control Sheet: Thank you for the introduction. You mentioned timing

shoot the beam
measure the beam
how to steer the beam
and so on…

And everything happens in a world of
nano, and even picoseconds, which is
why only very specific hardware and
software can take care of the role.
Specifically, it supplies other parts of
the accelerator with a timing service:
◊ Clock Distribution
◊ Real time clock (RTC) distribution
◊ High Precision Timestamping of
events and actions on the timing
receivers
◊ Event Generation
◊ Generation of actions on received
timing events

As the list is quite long, interested
readers can contact me or anyone at
Cosylab for more information, as it
would take us too long to go into detail here.
The resulting operation of the system
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is “in-sync” rather than “chaotic”. It also
enables the people commissioning
and operating the machine to work
with consistent data. The end-goal
of all this is that the machine simply
“works”.
Control Sheet: How do you uncover
the requirements for the timing system? What should you watch out for
before jumping head-first into the design?
Rok: That is a super good question!
Everyone, even those initially unaware,
are eventually faced with it. How I see
it: people tend to jump too fast to
functionality and feature wish-lists:
◊ I want to send data across the system
using the timing system
◊ I want to fire a gazillion events around
◊ The TS must jump from one sequence
to another and do all sorts of things
◊ It must do time-stamping, connect to
the GPS clock!

You get an avalanche of ideas to sift
through, and you have to filter them
out to get the requirements that are
really necessary. There’s top down signal lists to assess the scope, and the
size of the TS. Then there’s bottom up,
going through device specifications
to see what time scales we need to
serve. Mind you, not all systems need
pico-second accuracy; even microseconds accuracy can be good enough
for some.
One particular aspect is the clock.
Does it need to be (distributed) superprecise, or will a “normal” clock do? So,
what is the allowed jitter: nanoseconds, picoseconds or even smaller to
attoseconds? Customers tend to start
with exaggerated demands, bypassing the thorough evaluation of the
requirement. Only when this leads
to constraints or even contradictions
“with accuracy X for Y, Z becomes
impossible”, you get the right kind of
thinking and debate on what is really
crucial for the machine’s operation,
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and then certain initial TS requirements get relaxed for the benefit of
the overall system. It is good to determine:
◊ What is absolutely necessary
◊ What is still acceptable
◊ What is the reasonable cost

As to the implementation, there are a
few different approaches to conceiving a TS. One has to evaluate which is
the most suitable for a given system.
For example, one way is the White
Rabbit architecture [1], which is more
like a calendar/agenda approach: It is
agreed upfront at what specific time
which actions are done, and made
sure that the notion of absolute time
is distributed and synchronized very
well across the system.
The other approach is to trigger actions in “real-time”, on-the-fly. The
system from Micro Research Finland
(MRF) works like this: “do this now,
ASAP… and now this, etc.”
The two approaches are very different,
and the direct human user of the TS
service, i.e. the system integrator, integrating a device into the overall system, has to understand how this difference affects the integration logic/
effort.
Control Sheet: How do you decide
which is the best system to use?
Rok: We have to elicit requirements
from all the ideas around the machine:
◊ How many beamlines will this accelerator have?
◊ Will they be used all at the same time,
one at a time, or a few at a time?
◊ Are there special external dependencies or constraints?

I remember a few such things that had
a crucial effect on the TS, e.g. the SNS
timing system had to be synchronized
with the AC mains frequency. But the
corrections had to be done in a very
controlled way, only at specific moments, and very gradually. (Otherwise
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it would mess up the choppers on the
accelerator.)
In the end, the super complex design
that the customer initially imagined as
needed for a TS, may not be needed at
all. Things can sometimes be achieved
with a much simplier system. In some
cases even function generators can
do the job!
Control Sheet: What role can prototypes serve?
Rok: I find prototypes to be very useful. We actually did two prototypes for
ESS, because it was not clear at the beginning what the TS would have to do.
We gathered all the requirements we
could, and made 2 prototypes.
Firstly, you prove that the chosen TS
mechanism, as governed by the requirements, works.
Secondly, it sheds light on any functionality that is missing. Once people
get something into their hands and
start “playing with it”, they “connect
the dots”, and tell you: “ok, it’s great it
does this, but it needs to do that as
well”. So it’s a great feedback gatherer.
Thirdly, it gives an idea of what will be
needed in terms of effort for the final
implementation, something that can
be easily underestimated.
I believe that the time and money it
takes to do prototypes, can be easily
recovered with reducing the project
risk.
Control Sheet: Can you give an
example of a particularly hard timing
system problem that you and Cosylab
solved for a customer?
Rok: Hmm, all the TSs we worked on
were complex in their own way. Even
if we used a lot of COTS HW and SW,
the specifics that were left to cover
had its challenges.
The TS we did for MedAustron was
especially difficult: we did everything
from scratch, and in a particular way.
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There were a large number of interfaces that the TS had to support. Higher
level interfaces with many types of
devices like: trigger lines, data busses, data distribution, and so on. Each
functionality had to be multiplexed,
and 5 beamlines had to be controlled
at the same time as the accelerator.
At SNS, the synchronization with the
AC mains that I mentioned before
was super complex. A “hit your head
against the wall” kind of a thing , it
required a lot of brain power to tackle,
but we solved it nicely in the end.
Control Sheet: What is the role of
TS (HW) platforms?
Rok: We could be talking about two
kinds of platforms: hardware formfactor standards like PCIe, mTCA and
the like, or specific TS platforms such
as MRF or White Rabbit. I’ll start with
the second.
Yes, these platforms play a big role.
On one hand, they enable you to start
with large building blocks for your system, instead of developing everything
from scratch, and on the other hand,
platforms have a non-infinite set of
electrical interfaces and board standards they support out of the box.
At the physical level, the TS consists of
essentially PCB boards, or cards, with
an FPGA and appropriate input/output stages/provisions. Usually, there
is a board for the timing master and
another board for the receivers. You
can scale up the number of boards to
cover the total number of input/outputs you need.
On the master side, there are a few
communications to take care of. Firstly, the one with the host system has
to have a high enough bandwidth in
case you want to pass a lot of information through it. And then, importantly,
the various inputs (that the TS receives
from one part of the system as a “go”,
to distribute, dispatch precise timing
events to other parts of the system),

White rabbit overview [1]

the master needs to be able to handle
the various physical (electrical) formats in which the inputs come.
On the receiver side, we have the logical complement: what are the output
signals that have to be given to subsystems on the receiving end of the
timing system? Which formats can it
support? Does it have any trimlines
that allows the receiver to trigger
neighboring cards in the same crate?
Will it be able to pass the data through
those lines? Is it possible to pass data
back to software in cases where it’s
needed?
That’s the electrical part, and then
there are the specifics of the FPGA
chip, which are a concern for the developer. Is it large enough, or will it
have to be optimized to fit everything?
How much memory does it have? Will
the developer have to “save/optimize
every bit”?
Then there’s the clocking, how is it
done? What sort of inputs can be
used to get a clock from, from outside,
from on-board etc.?
Then we get to the cabling, which is a
big issue in Control Systems in general, and particularly in timing systems.
There’s optical or hard-wired copper.
There’s automatic propagation delay
compensation … Things that affect
the accuracy and precision of the timing system.

If I try to summarize this, there is a lot
of information: in general, to realize
the functionality of a timing system,
there are different options, and they
can all do the job, but, you have to be
careful about the development time
in case you have non-standard interface requirements, or subtle things like
clocking.
And then there is the form aspect.
As far as the hardware platforms are
concerned, you have multiple options
(to base your TS on). Usually you, the
TS designer, are not the one dictating
the choice. You have to adapt to what
was chosen for the entire accelerator infrastructure (if a clear choice has
even been made at all, which is always
a good thing). The decision to go for
PCIe or mTCA can affect you, simply
because that particular form factor is
not available with your TS platform of
choice. Or if you do have, say, support
for mTCA, does it satisfy all the requirements?
Control Sheet: Should the TS expert
then be involved early in the system
design?
Rok: I’d say: ideally yes. Not because
of the TS designer’s ego, but because
it affects the TS end-users! Say, for example, that a TS receiver is 50 meters
away from a digitizer, because that’s
where the crate with the specific formfactor cards has to be. That can be
quite problematic, and can be avoided
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by taking the TS in the equation early.
Control Sheet: What sets Proton
Therapy projects apart from scientific
accelerators in terms of the TS, or are
they rather more similar than different?
Rok: While the basic functionality of
the TS is the same in both types of accelerators, PT systems impose some
additional requirements. For example,
it is critical that the commissioning
time of a PT machine is kept as short
as feasible. Also, the time it takes to
perform a treatment should be optimized: both for the well-being of the
patient, and to optimize the usage of
the expensive infrastructure.
So there is a bigger need for good usability of the control system and timing system, already during commissioning. Scientific projects tend to be
one of a kind, and often experimental in nature, so primary focus is on
the machine’s absolute performance
numbers.
There can be very specific requirements in PT. Some system designs
have an extremely low latency for
machine configuration. In such cases,
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Control Sheet: You mention the TS
that is part of the C-ACS system. How
important are the TS provisions in a
framework such as C-ACS / MADIE?
Rok: Very important, and there is more
than one reason for this.

Fanout / Concentrator

Fanout / Concentrator
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you need a dedicated optical interface
between the scanning system (in the
treatment room) and the TS of the accelerator.
In other cases, where the energy
switching on the PT accelerator is so
“slow”, configuration control can be
done over standard Ethernet. Then
the TS does not need to be addressed
directly from the medical Treatment
Control System. In that case, the accelerator system and TS is similar to
a scientific accelerator, such as a light
source, in the sense that it only depends on the local Accelerator Control
System.
The TS that we have at Cosylab as part
of our Cosylab PT accelerator control
system C-ACS product, has a few special provisions for the PT market. One
of them is a Clinical Mode, where the
access to the TS is limited to a predefined set of commands. Another is
execution slots: to speed up commissioning time by allowing parallel commissioning of all (say 5) beamlines,
the TS can serve beams of different
energy, in an interleaved fashion to all
rooms.

Firstly, PT machines that use linacs or
synchrotrons to accelerate the particles cannot work without a system
that keeps all the actions synchronized. Therefore, the TS is one of the
crucial systems, and since it is very
complex, it is a huge advantage for
the customer that it is already a part of
the C-ACS solution. Its integration into
the MADIE device integration framework is another advantage, since all
the TS complexity is hidden from the
user. Thanks to its user friendly MADIE
interface, the user can start using the
complex TS very quickly.
Furthermore, this timing system’s
firmware is not off-the-shelf, but it is
custom written. It means that when a
project done by Cosylab needs a specific functionality (and as we’ve talked
before, this is often the case), then we
can add it to the firmware. In case you
have a TS solution where neither you
nor the supplier can customize FW,
this can be problematic.
An example is using the timing system
for fast and deterministic upstream
communication, which you need in
case of fast energy switching. This is
something our TS has built-in from the
get-go.
Control Sheet: Do you see important
future trends in the field of accelerator
timing systems (HW, FPGA SW, …)?
Rok: That’s a very general question.
From a purely technical side, I see a
trend to make the TSs “self-contained”.
So that it does not matter if you plug
in 100m of optical cable to one receiver, and 10m to the other receiver;
the system will figure out the latency
difference, and make it behave as if
the lengths were the same. (Because,
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mind you, at the nano second scale,
you can see the distance travelled by
light speed). It’s hard to measure calibration values manually, so if the system can do that by itself, it is of great
value. As we speak, MRF has already
produced such a system. With White
Rabbit, “in-sync, no matter what” is
part of the conceptual design. This
particular issue of cable length has
financial repercussions: if you have to
buy large overheads of cable length,
just to keep all lengths the same, it
adds up … If your system is immune
to this issue, it is obviously faster to
configure, and specially re-configure
(keeping it working as it was). So this
self-control, self-diagnostic, and calibration is something the entire niche

Control Sheet
is looking at, and moving towards.
Of course, the absolute specifications
of technology keep progressing: you
can do things with higher granularity,
with higher precision then before, and
so on.
The way this is done is to move parts
of the TS system implementation to
the analog domain: now we don’t just
consider when things are ones and zeros, but how and when they become
ones and zeros.
But with this very fast synchronization,
like at FELs we’ll get into a whole other
article for Control Sheet .
Control Sheet: Rok, thank you for
your time!
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Development of
the MADOCA-toEPICS Gateway
Kazuhide Uchida (Cosylab Japan), Tilen Žagar (Cosylab), Akio Kiyomichi (Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute; JASRI),
Takemasa Masuda (JASRI)

In this article, we introduce our experience with MADOCA, control system framework used in SPring-8, SACLA,
and other light sources in Japan. We will give the MADOCA system architecture, and the gateway between MADOCA and EPICS. Cosylab contributed to the MADOCA-to-EPICS gateway development last year. With the gateway it is possible to quickly add EPICS supported devices (e.g. Libera beam position monitors) into a MADOCAbased control system.

Introduction
SPring-8 (Super Photon Ring – 8 GeV)
[1] is the highest energy third generation synchrotron light source, located
in Hyōgo Prefecture, Japan. In 1997 it
opened for industrial, academic, and
government use. Around the same
time, a new control system framework
named MADOCA [2] was developed
by JASRI (Japan Synchrotron Radiation Research Institute) to be used at
the facility.
Message And Database Oriented
Control Architecture or MADOCA
also means a circle or completeness
in Japanese. It runs on UNIX operating systems, and its strongest point is
equipment diagnostics in combination with its database system feature
that helped achieve a long and stable
operation of the synchrotron [3] [4].
Over years of operation, some shortcomings of MADOCA showed up, and
in 2012 development of first major
upgrade of the platform started, called
MADOCA II. The messaging scheme
was rewritten using the ZeroMQ library [5] (adding support for Windows), and the database system was
upgraded to a hybrid system of relational and NoSQL databases, greatly
increasing performance.

As of 2017, four light source facilities in
Japan (SPring-8, SACLA, NewSUBARU,
HiSOR) are using MADOCA for their
control systems.

received in client programs. The EM
developer decides what kind of commands to implement into the device
support, and specifies them.

MADOCA architecture

One client program typically communicates with more than one EM, running on the same or different computers. Each computer has its own
Message Server that handles communication with other parts of the control system. A more detailed schema
of such setup is displayed in Figure 2,
which is based on MADOCA II. In the
figure, MS and EM are noted as MS2
and EM2.

The MADOCA framework provides
a set of software components that
are required in an accelerator control
system, including operator interface,
message communication, data logging, alarm system etc.

Device control
To control accelerator equipment
through devices such as VME boards,
three software components are required in MADOCA. Minimal configuration for a single device is presented
in Figure 1.
The client program is the interface to
the device as used by users and services. On the bottom is the Equipment
Manager (EM), where device support
is implemented. Client programs and
EMs for specific equipment are written
by MADOCA users. In the middle is the
Message Server (MS), which handles
communication between them.
The accelerator equipment is controlled with a set of commands defined in the EM, which are sent and

Figure 1: Minimum configuration
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Figure 2: Detailed schema

Messaging scheme
A control message sent across the
MADOCA network is represented as a
human readable text and consists of 4
parts: Subject (S), Verb (V), Object (O)
and Complement (C):
◊
◊
◊
◊

S is a client program name,
V is an action for the EM,
O is a target equipment name,
C is an attribute such as set value and
read-back value.

The message is sent from the client
program to control the device. Then
the message forms “S/V/O/C”. When
the operation is finished by the object
in the message, the return message is
sent with a form “O/V/S/C”. The message always has the form of “(message
publisher)/V/ (destination)/C”.

sends a “put” command with complement 20 to Object O1 managed by
EM1. After successful operation, the
equipment manager EM1 returns “OK”.

Database system
The database system is one of the core
components of MADOCA. The database system is independent from the
MADOCA-to-EPICS gateway, but the
database will be/is used in combination with the gateway. The database
configuration and core functionality is
based on [7] and [8].
The database manages device con-

If the complement is an array instead
of scalar value, the MessagePack library [6] is used to serialize/deserialize
the array on both the client program
and the EM.
S/V/O/C message flow is shown in
Figure 3. A client program named CP1

Figure 3: S/V/O/C message flow

figuration and holds online and archived data. The database system
architecture is displayed in Figure 4.
Data acquisition changed significantly
in MADOCA II. The acquisition process
happens on computers that send data
to relay servers on their own timing,
which then write data into NoSQL database servers. Multiple relay servers
can be used to achieve fault tolerance
and load balancing.
There are three types of databases:
◊ Parameter database: manages static
device data such as magnet positions,
calibration data, device and host rela-
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tions, reference value for the alarm system, etc. It is based on Sybase.
◊ Online database: manages live data
from each equipment. GUIs, alarm system etc. access device values from this
database, reducing load on devices.
Fast read/write access is crucial for this
database, so Redis is adopted.
◊ Archiving database: permanent data
archiving is managed by one archiving
database. Cassandra is used for this
purpose as it provides high read/write
performance, redundancy, and extensibility of the system.

Gateway to EPICS
EPICS (Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System) [9] is a popular Control System (CS) framework for
building accelerator control systems.
EPICS supports a variety of devices,
including Libera beam position monitors, used in SPring-8.
To use EPICS supported devices
in MADOCA, a MADOCA-to-EPICS
gateway has been developed [10].
The gateway works as an MADOCA
II equipment manager which uses
Channel Access (CA) library [11] to
communicate with EPICS. With the
gateway it is possible to quickly integrate an EPICS supported device into
MADOCA, reducing time and cost. Cosylab contributed to the gateway project; working on the original gateway
upgrade and developing a prototype
with a different underlying architecture to improve performance.

Figure 4: Data acquisition and data logging/archiving system [8]

It also has an improvised support
for camonitor, where gateway subscribes to a PV for a fixed number
of updates. Client programs must
execute the “monitor” command
periodically. Any unexpected events
that can increase the load on the
gateway or cause a delay on client
programs can result in data loss.
All CA operations are implemented
as blocking functions, waiting for a
response after each request, which
is also the reason why monitor is implemented as it is.

Gateway upgrade
As already mentioned, the MADOCAto-EPICS gateway is implemented as

an Equipment Manager. The gateway receives MADOCA S/V/O/C
messages from client programs
and access EPICS records via Channel Access. SPring-8 developed the
gateway as a general purpose EM
that supports caput and caget CA
functions on a subset of EPICS data
types.

Figure 5: Upgraded MADOCA-EPICS gateway

Before the upgrade, the gateway had
a performance problem when the
number of Channel Access operations
per second increased above 50, when
clients had to wait for seconds to get
a reply from the gateway. The main
problem was that for each operation, a
Channel Access connection was freshly created and immediately destroyed,
causing a bottleneck. Cosylab modified the original gateway to achieve
better performance, while also adding support for additional data types.
Figure 5 shows the upgraded gateway
architecture.
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Channel Access operations for different data types are defined as a special
EM. The first time a specific PV is accessed, a CA channel is created, and
connection status stored in a linked
list. All sequential operations with the
same PV refer to this list to find the
right channel.
Performance was measured with two
different methods. The first method
we measured time between sending the get command from the client
program, and receiving a reply from
the EM, while the other method measured the execution time of Channel
Access operations inside the EM. Both
tests were repeated 300 times and results are shown in Figure 6.
In the original gateway, the typical
CA operation time was around 20 ms
(red), while after the upgrade it was
consistent around 2 ms (orange). The
magnitude of improvement was confirmed with the messaging time test.
In some cases, the client received a
reply from the gateway in more than
60 ms while averaging around 30 ms
(green); the upgrade cut this time to
14 ms (blue). The performance of the
gateway became more deterministic,
while increased speed of CA operation improved the operations per second threshold.

Figure 6: Performance test results

Such designs also gave us an option
for a proper monitor implementation,
as PV updates can be stored in a buffer
on the gateway.
When the client program asks for
monitored values, it receives all the
data that was acquired since the previous monitor command. This enables
clients to receive updates when they
are ready without missing or duplicate
values. Arrays containing values is implemented as a circular buffer; in case
clients don’t ask for an update, the old-

Prototype of new gateway
Cosylab also contributed to the design of a new gateway and built a prototype to confirm functionality.
In the new architecture, all Channel
Access operations are replaced with
callbacks and subscriptions. The gateway stores PV values in local variables,
and keeps track of disconnected PVs,
while the CA send buffer is periodically flushed in a separate thread.
In such an architecture, multiple CA
operations are sent over the network
together, and the gateway returns
values to the Message Server from its
local memory, each increasing speed.

Figure 7: Prototype gateway architecture

est data will be overwritten first.
The architecture of the prototype
gateway and monitor implementation can be seen in Figures 7 and 8.
The prototype is still one step away
from the real monitor, as it doesn’t yet
have the function to notify client programs when a new value is received
(or when the buffer is full), something
that can be implemented in the future.
More information about the gateway
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is reported in [12] . Aditionally, a poster
presentation titled “MADOCA to EPICS
Gateway” is planned for ICALEPCS2017
by Dr. Kiyomichi from JASRI [13].

Conclusion
A long history of stable operation and
recent upgrades to the modern technologies proved MADOCA as a mature
and reliable distributed control system platform. With our contribution to
the MADOCA-EPICS gateway product
we gained first-hand experience with
the framework and helped enhance it
with our expertise. We hope we can
use newly learned skills on future collaborations.

Figure 8: Prototype monitor implementation
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How-To: Writing User
Documentation
Kevin Meyer (Cosylab)

Documentation is a tricky project management topic. Its value is often underestimated and planning for it may not be taken
seriously. Sometimes the relevant standards and legislation ensure that this does not happen - medical projects are required
to ensure that all components are well documented. Some scientific leaders recognize the value of good documentation and
ensure that documentation is not forgotten. Others say that documentation is important, but don’t actually support efforts
to produce it or maintain it.
The result is that user documentation frequently gets the lowest priority when a scientific project starts, and by the time the
project gets to the point where user documentation is needed, it’s often just easier to ask the relevant in-house expert. In this
way, user documentation falls by the way-side.
We know that you don’t really want to write documentation, and you maybe even know that you’ll regret this later (but
maybe you just don’t know what to do about it).
In this article, we describe how your trusted control system provider can help project managers and group leaders get good
quality user documentation for an existing system.

Introduction
You know how it is: Your application
for funding was approved. You’ve
done the requirements analysis, completed your design, and your in-house
controls team is close to completing
the development, when somebody
says: “What about the user manual?”
The primary responsibility of an inhouse team is to deliver the software
that makes everything work, but they
are also always on hand to help your
users out - your internal users and the
external users who use your facilities
during regular site visits. When a user
doesn’t understand something, you
know which of your in-house developers to turn to for help. Writing up
a user manual is probably not high
on anyone’s list of priorities - either
the software is changing too rapidly
(making anything written down obsolete by the time it is reviewed and
approved), or it’s just easier to talk to
someone in your development team.
After a while, this becomes the normal situation - new users learn about

your system by using them - usually
under the watchful eye of one of your
experts. This is not a problem when a
new user has plenty of time on site,
and your development team has
enough time to help them out.
And don’t forget that many people
are not good writers and find documentation tedious to produce, or that
managers may be unwilling to admit
to the effort required.

When Times are Tough
TBut what happens when times are
busy? When your developers are under pressure to integrate, and commission that new instrument? What
happens when the new user receives
less funding, or is just unable to take
the time to learn about your systems
after they have arrived?
Sure, you can send them papers or
presentations or other material that
you’ve published, but does that really
help? Does a conference paper or an
internal presentation really provide
the background and all the details

required to communicate anything
more than a rudimentary understanding of your system?
What happens when another facility
wants to use parts of your system? Do
they have enough information to let
them evaluate it? To see if what you
have can really be useful to them?
This is when you really miss having
good user document - either a set
of “how-to” guides with screen-shots
and walk-through instructions, or a
detailed user manual - with a rich
background description, detailed
explanations, cross-references to related material, and annotated figures
(screenshots and/or photographs).

A Good User Manual is
a Hard Find
Good manuals provide more than
just instructions - they also provide
context, descriptions of design decisions and consequences. They explain
which settings are available, what
their values mean, and why and when
to choose some values over others.
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If you are lucky enough to have a
good technical writer on your team,
then your user documentation probably grew and evolved with your facility. It might be a little out of date but
generally it is relevant and accurate.

This is not the Manual
you are looking for
If, however, you are not one of the
lucky ones, then you could be in the
situation where you are simply relying
on the information in people’s heads.
This comes with the concern that the
knowledge will be lost when they retire or resign. If you happen to have
some information captured in internal
wiki pages, then this is a start. However, while wikis are convenient to
edit, there is no easy way of ensuring
that you don’t end up with a bunch
of snippets of information that never
gets completed or consolidated.

A New Hope
Fortunately, help is at hand! Not only
does Cosylab develop, install, integrate and commission (hardware and/
or software) systems, but we can also
help you document your existing systems!
We start by identifying the intended
audience (e.g. end-users or developers), and the required skillset/knowledgebase (e.g. experts or casual users). This determines the technical
assumptions, the level of detail of descriptions, and the full list of topics to
be covered. This is important, because
it is extremely hard to write a balanced
document for a diverse audience,
since experts don’t need background
details, while casual users will need
more technical detail.

Enter the Digital Age
While written text has traditionally
been the best medium for documentation (either multiple wiki pages or a
single document), this is by no means
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the only medium available. Cosylab
has also produced training videos
for ITER software applications. Videos
have the advantage of showing the
system in use. This is especially valuable in software - showing the interactions with menus, mouse clicks, entry
of input data and the resulting consequences in the application - though
even some hardware systems may be
well suited for videos-based training
material.
Note, though, that video is an extremely difficult medium to update,
and therefore more costly than you
might expect. Audio is an important
part of a video presentation. For a
good user experience, the narration
must be well written, have good flow,
be consistent throughout the presentation (both in level and delivery),
and delivered by someone pleasant to
listen to (well spoken, etc.). It is challenging to match the audio levels
(background and foreground), and
narration style (delivery and mood) of
an existing video’s narration. For this
reason it is typically recommended to
rather record a new video than update
an existing one. This is not as expensive as it sounds: A lot of the work in
creating a training video goes into
developing the script, which can be
reused and updated!

Getting the Job done
Even if Cosylab didn’t develop the system, we are still able to document it. It
is always a good idea if someone other
than the developers writes the documentation. Someone new always has
a different perspective on the system,
and is able to uncover topics that the
developers don’t even realise need to
be described. This ultimately improves
the document content. We prefer to
spend time on-site, talking to the relevant experts before even starting with
the writing. We apply the following
guidelines when we write user documentation:
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◊ Identify the scope of the content.
Clearly define what is to be included,
and what is to be excluded.
◊ Identify the target user base and their
level of expertise.
◊ Roughly estimate the content. Allow 5
to 10 pages of background, and 2 or 3
subsections per page.
◊ Go through your system and write
up a list of all functionality that is to
be described. Plan at least 5 pages for
each high-level item (a chapter should
cover no more than 2 high level items)
◊ Find your documentation template
and confirm it is suitable!

In conclusion…
Writing user documentation is often
overlooked, even though it is necessary: You need to train newcomers
(and as a reference for existing users),
you may think that you can rely on
your existing staff, but you know it’s
never a good idea to totally rely on
the information in peoples’ heads. So
what can you do? We’re here to help!
You already know that we send highly
skilled staff to your premises to help
with all other aspects of your project,
so why not trust us with this too?
Contact Cosylab for further information.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kevin Meyer is a project leader at Cosylab. He is currently involved with the ITER fusion project, responsible
for assisting the CODAC division with their supervision
systems. He spends most of his time performing functional analysis of the supervision system and its interactions with other CODAC systems.
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Cosylab is leading the way to
CERN for Slovenian Industry
Janko Burgar (Cosylab)

The Republic of Slovenia and CERN now formally have an association agreement. This is the culmination of years
of work by Cosylab and others to make this great opportunity for the scientific and high-tech communities in Slovenia a reality.

The Prelude
CERN, the European Organization for
Nuclear Research, is without question of great significance for both science and the high-tech industry in
Europe and the world. Nevertheless
it took leading Slovenian scientists
and industry, under the leadership of
Cosylab, years of efforts to persuade
the Slovenian Government to sign the
CERN agreement.
At the cutting edge of Big Physics research, CERN itself is an incubator of
new technologies, and therefore represents an exceptional opportunity to
gain technological expertise for participants. For a long time, Slovenian
companies could only watch CERN
from a distance, and Cosylab is one

of the few Slovenian companies that
have already established cooperation
with CERN, working on various projects, from developing Linux drivers to
collaborating on control systems for
medical accelerators.
However, the rules for obtaining contracts from CERN generally require the
Country of Origin of a supplying company to be a member state. Therefore,
Slovenian businesses have for years
strongly advocated a Slovenian membership that would enable them to do
business with CERN on equal terms.
Meanwhile the Slovenian scientific
community, gathered around the
Josef Stefan Institute and Universities has worked with CERN for quite a
while, finally making a breakthrough

in the accession period, and in 2017,
Slovenia fulfilled all formalities for an
Association Agreement with CERN. On
4 July 2017, the Republic of Slovenia
officially informed Dr. Fabiola Gianotti,
Director General of CERN that Slovenia
has fulfilled all the requirements for
membership.
After gaining the status of Associate
Member, Slovenia will become a full
member of CERN within five years.
Associate membership, and, consequently, full membership at CERN will
result in the expansion and deepening of the cooperation of Slovenian
researchers in CERN projects, the creation of a top-notch network of Slovenian experts in the field of particle
physics, and the possibility of participating in educational programs. Furthermore, the membership will enable accelerated development, and
access to new global markets for Slovenian partners, especially high-tech
companies.
From their end, CERN will now be able
to tap into the resources and competences of Slovenian science and
industry, not least by contracting Cosylab for control system needs.

ScienceTech
Association
Figure 1: The Slovenian Minister of Education, Science and Sport, Dr. Maja Makovec Brenčič (left),
together with CERN Director -General Fabiola Gianotti (right) signed the agreement at CERN.

To establish better cooperation with
CERN, Cosylab, in agreement with
the Ministry of Education, Science
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& Sport (MES&S), and the Chamber
of Commerce and Industry of
Slovenia (CCIS), took the initiative of
connecting the leading technology
companies Arctur, Cosylab, Dewesoft,
Gorenje, INEA and I-Tech. The
initiative resulted in the creation
of the ScienceTech Association. It
was founded on 25 May 2017, and
operates within the CCIS. Immediately
after, the initiative received the
support of the Association of
Informatics and Telecommunications,
and the Electronics and Electrical
Industry Association. With more than
250 members striving for excellence,
CERN presents also to them a great
opportunity.
The mission of ScienceTech is to be
a single point of contact between
international research labs and local
companies. Namely those companies
that either already work on, or have
the ambition to work on the most demanding scientific and technological
world-wide projects such as: CERN,
FAIR, ITER, and all the ESFRI projects.
In order to achieve a real breakthrough, Cosylab initiated and linked
some of the most prominent companies in this field, and the ScienceTech
Association is always open for new
company members. Cosylab, as the
main initiator, also received the first
mandate for the Presidency of the ScienceTech association.

The Republic of Slovenia wishes to be
an outstanding and active partner in
CERN. In order to achieve maximum
integration of the Slovenian economy into the world’s largest scientific
research projects, it will participate
in the scientific program of the organization, as well as in its training and
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Figure 2: Family photo of the ScienceTech Programme Committee meeting, hosted by
Cosylab on September 6th, 2017

education programs. To this aim, the
MES&S will closely cooperate with
the CCIS. In July 2017, a Cooperation
Agreement with the CCIS was signed.
In the agreement, ScienceTech’s and
in particular Cosylab’s leading role are
stipulated.

the ScienceTech group of companies
will have direct access to opportunities when they unfold. With good ties
to their representatives at home and
abroad they should have direct access
to new developments and business
opportunities.

In cooperation with the CCIS, the Minister of Education, Science and Sport
will also appoint an industry liaison
officer, or ILO. An official to represent
the Slovenian industry in CERN, the
ILO will, in cooperation with CCIS (ScienceTech), provide support and advise to businesses to become suppliers to CERN.

In the next step, we expect the appointment of the ILO and its rapid
establishment as a full functioning
contact point to CERN, as well as other
major scientific and technological
projects.

ScienceTech Assembly
at Cosylab
At the meeting of the Program Committee and the ScienceTech Assembly,
which Cosylab hosted on 6 September 2017, we focused on concrete action items. ScienceTech will organize
the CERN Industrial Days on 7 November, in cooperation with CCIS and the
MES&S: there will be whole day workshops for Slovenian business with representatives from CERN.
Focused activities and cooperation
with the MES&S, and directly with
the international projects will enable
faster entry into projects. This way,

At Cosylab we consider it our duty to
take the lead and employ our expertise and experience in Big Science to
turn ScienceTech into a success story
for Slovenia, its scientific community
and its tech industry. The first hurdles
have been taken, the rest of the race
is on!

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Janko Burgar is a Senior Business Developer at Cosylab. While managing the Slovenian Proton Therapy
Center for Cancer Treatment Initiative, he is also the
driving force and the President of the ScienceTech Management Board.
His main mission is to bring CERN as a high value added business oportunity to Slovenian industry as well as
to strengthen Cosylab’s cooperation with CERN.

The Picture Board

Working at Cosylab takes you to
people and places...

Mark and Slovenian Prime Minister Dr. Miro Cerar.

Mark with Mr. Jiro Akama Japanese State Minister for
Internal Affairs and Communication.

After intense meetings our guys take care of their health, while
also enjoying the beautiful scenery around CERN.

The first Cosylab Summer School, held at Cosylab HQ in
Ljubljana, where our expert mentors are passing on their
knowledge to potential future employees.

Looks like they are having a lot of fun! To see what it
is like to be one of us, click here for the video.

at IPAC from our booth
Enjoy these jokes we received
at the coffee machine...
visitors, you might use them
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